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Introduction
What is Miniature Tabletop Gaming About?
Fantastic worlds are waiting to be explored! Gather your miniatures
on the gaming tables and let them compete against each other to
conquer territories, recover treasures and fight for honour and glory!
For those of you who are new to the hobby, it might be helpful to
get an idea of what makes miniature tabletop games different from
board games.
Your gaming pieces are
miniatures that move
around on an arbitrary
play area by measuring
distances with tapes,
rulers or measuring
sticks. You do not have
predefined fields. The
play area is generally
not just a flat surface
but features model scenery that your miniatures interact with.
A second important characteristic of most miniature tabletop
games is, that you will have to choose the miniatures you play with
before to a game, depending on what miniatures you have available, your play style, the expected opponent and restrictions made
by the rules.
Miniature tabletop hobby is far more than games with the given
features. It is modelling scenery and even miniatures, collecting,
building and painting them, enjoying and creating the lore, modifying, writing and collecting rules, organizing play events and even
tournaments.
Your local hobby store, gaming clubs, books and internet resources
will guide you into a fantastic world full of possibilities and
choices!

Key Features of Farside Encounter
Farside Encounter is a miniature tapletop game that represents
skirmishes in a science fiction setting:
Precise and easy to pick up rules with playability in mind, not
simulation.
The game was developed to play with 1 to 60 miniatures in a
scale from 28 to 35 mm.
The rules are designed for infantry sized models and larger
miniatures like monsters and robots.
The game uses six sided dice, you will need a bunch! Other
gaming gaming accessories are either commonly availabe or
easily selfmade.
There will always be a free version of the rules.

Special Characteristics of the Game
Mechanics
The design process resulted in interesting game mechanics:
A concept to form groups, which allows for many tactical options.
Measuring sticks and tapes of distinct lengths are easy to
handle and make the gameplay fast and precise.
Instead of counting wounds, a models condition is represented by three status.
A turn resembles simultaneous actions of multiple models.
Hits are tracked, the inflicted damage is resolved at the end of
the turn. This forces you to estimate how to split up your attacks for the best result.
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Material

The Models Profiles

To play Farside Encounter, you need the standard gaming accessories for the hobby. These are miniatures, a play area, terrain pieces,
six sided dice, measuring sticks and tapes and several tokens.

The rules for a model are summarized in its profile. An entire profile consists of the profile values, the weapons and special rules.
How to create the matching profile for a model is described in the
section Gather Your Army on page 9. The profile values are: size,
height, attack (A), defence (D), movement (Move). An example of
the profile of a human warrior:

Structure of the Rule Set
All rules that are required to play are part of this document, including the tables for point cost calculation, special rules, weapons
and a roster sheet at the end of the document.

Warrior

Size

Height

A

D

Move

1

2

4+

4+

20 cm

The Play Area
The game is played on a rectangular board that measures
80 × 100 cm with terrain arranged on it. Read more about terrain
on page 7.

Profi le values
Size
The size of a model directly influences the toughness of a model.
Furthermore some weapons are limited to larger sized models.

Measuring Sticks, Tapes and Dice
You need measuring sticks and tapes in the following lenths: 10, 20
and 30 cm. These can be made of wood, cardboard, leather cord or
paper stripes. Furthermore you need six sided dice, it is recommended to have at least 20 per player.

Tokens
You need tokens to track hits and damage and to represent mission objectives.
Token

Type

Number

Impact

Dice, i.e 6-, 8- or 12-sided

10+ for each
player

Damage

Peas, pabbles, corn grain, al- 20+ for each
ternatively chips with two dif- player
ferent sides

Loot

Terrain
Secured

Approx. 2 cm large tokens,
that represent loot like weapons, ammunition, food or
technical devices

Size

Base

Example

1

25 – 35 mm

human warrior

2

40 – 55 mm

warrior in battle suit, beasts

3

60 – 80 mm

weapons teams, monsters

Height
There are 5 height levels in Farside Encounter which account for
models and terrain. The value is needed to determine the sight on
other models. Ensure, that the actual height of models and terrain
matches their height value for a fluent gaming experience.

6 in total

Tokens to mark terrain zones, 6 in total
that can be secured
Tokens to mark terrain zones, 6 for each player
that your troops secured

Level

Actual Height

Example

0

0 – 5 mm

1

approx. 15 mm

2

25 – 35 mm

human

3

40 – 55 mm

1.5-times the height of a human

4

60 – 70 mm

2-times the height of a human

5

> 80 mm

the play area and terrain zones
half height of a human

> 2-times the height of a human

Attack (A)
The attack value describes the fighting skills of a model. It ranges
from 2+ to 6+. A lower value is a better value. An elite soldier might
have an attack value of 3+, a recruit 5+.

Miniatures and Bases
These rules are written for miniatures in a 28 to 35 mm scale.
Choose any miniatures you want, as long as they fit on round bases from 25 to 80 mm diameter. Consider that bases are not just
stands for your models. The bases should be large enough so you
can move them into base contact with other miniatures.

Defense (D)
The defence value describes, how much damage a model can take
and its skill to evade. Take the model’s armour, constitution,
shields, and morale into account. A lower value is a better value. It
ranges from 2+ to 6+.

Building and Collecting Terrain
Building and collecting terrain is a major part of the hobby. Only
simples tools and materials like cardboard, foam, white glue, sand
and simple hobby colors are needed to create impressive gaming
worlds. As an alternative, ready made terrain is commercially
available. Your friendly local hobby store and the internet will give
you support and inspiration. The terrain you need to play farside
encounter is described in the section Terrain on page 7.

Move
The basic move value is 20 cm, fast models may move up to 30
cm, sluggish or very heavy models may only move up to 10 cm.
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Limited Sight
With an obstacle in the area of sight, there is a limited sight in the
following situations:

Basic Rules
Models, Groups and Units

A line of sight can be drawn between attacker and target, without crossing an obstacle

In Farside Encounter, models may move individually or form
groups. The term unit is used, when a rule equally applies for individual models and groups.

The obstacle is lower than both the attacker and the target.

Goups allow you to lead a
large amount of models
into battle even though the
number of available actions is limited. Models in
base contact to friendly
models automatically form
a group. Ensure to keep a
distance to other models if
you do not want them to
form a group.

The obstacle is light terrain (see Terrain on page 7).
Blocked Sight
The sight is blocked, when the conditions for free and limited sight
are not met.
High Models and Low Obstacles
High models cannot seek cover behind low obstacles. When the
target’s height level exceeds the height level of the obstacle by
three of more, the sight on the target is free (not the other way
around, as long as the attacker does not as well exceed the height
level of the obstacle by three).

Area of Sight, Line of Sight and Obstacles
Movements and Charges

The sight is relevant for shooting attacks but also for attack moves. It is either free, limited or blocked, depending on several conditions as described in this section.

Movements and Charges Require a Free Path
A base needs free space on the entire path it is moved along. Bases of enemy and friendly models as well as impassable terrain
block a path. Bases are not allowed to overlap with other bases
and jut out the play area.

The area of sight is defined
through one point of the base of a
shooter and the entire base of the
target model (see image).

Measure Movement
A model is allowed to be moved the distance according to its profile value. Place a measuring tape or stick of the according length
into contact with the base of a model. Now place the model anywhere into contact with the measuring tape or stick. To move the
maximum distance, move the model from one end of a measuring
stick to the other end. It is allowed to move around impassable
obstacles by using a measuring tape.

A line of sight is a straight line inside the area of sight that can be
drawn between the attacker and the target.
Terrain and models are obstacles. Obstacle have a height level assigned. Height levels of 0 do not affect the sight.
Dense and Light Obstacles
The nature of an obstacle may influence the sight. Obstacles may
be dense or light. Example: A wall as a dense obstacle may totally
block the sight, whereas a target behind a bush can be spotted. In
addition, there is terrain, that may be both dense and light, depending on the position of the models (section Terrain on page 7).

Movements may not end in base contact with enemy models. To
do this, a charge is required (see the following section).
Charges
Charges end in base contact with at least one enemy model. Follow these steps to perform a charge:

Models as Obstacles
Models are dense obstacles with a shape of a cylinder with the diameter of the base and their height level. This may not be intuitive
with most miniatures, as they do not fill the cylinder. Imagine, that
enemy models are a threat you cannot ignore, and you do not want
to endanger nearby friendly models

1. Choose a target model.
2. Check if the sight is free or limited, or if the sight is blocked.
3. Measure the distance between the attacker and the target.

The measurement must be made through a free path. The distance may not exceed the move value of the attacker. With a
blocked sight on the target, the move value is reduced by
10 cm to at least 10 cm.

Model of the own group do not count as obstacles when checking
the sight. Be aware, that models of of the own group still count as
obstacles for the enemy. As such, you may use models of your
groups to screen their comrades.

4. Perform the charge by moving the model according to the ru-

les for movement.

Free Sight
The sight is free, when there are no obstacles in the area of sight
between the attacker and the target, not even small parts.
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Attacking Models with Damage Token
When a target model has one damage token (models with damage
tokens are already wounded or damaged, see the following section) you may reroll all the allocated attack dice once. The new result
has to be accepted. When a target model has two damage tokens,
choose any of the allocated dice you want to reroll. The new result
has to be accepted.

Shoot
Follow these steps, to perform a shooting attack:
1. Choose a unit as a target
2. Check if the sight is free or at least limited
3. Check, if the target is in range
4. Roll the attack dice, consider the weapon’s profile

Impact Tokens and Damage Tokens
A model that was successfully attacked, has received impact tokens. D6 are a good way to track impact tokens. Example: Use two
dice showing a 6 and a 1 to represent 7 impact tokens.

Range
The range is part of the weapon’s profile. When the range is limited
(10, 20 or 30 cm), place a measuring stick between the bases of attacker and target. It must span the distance and it must be measured along a line of sight.

Defense Rolls for Models of Size 1
Each model that received impact tokens has to perform a defense
roll. Roll one D6 for each impact token the model has. This roll is
called defense roll. For each result that equals or betters the defens value, remove one impact token. For each fail, an impact token is turned into a damage token.

Attack Roll
The attack value of a weapon is a number of D6 that are rolled, depending on the range. Each die that equals or betters the attack value of the attacker results in an impact token on the target. Strong
weapons may yield more than one impact token for each success,
e.g. 2 or D6.

Defense Rolls for Models of Size 2 and 3
Models of the size 2 ignore
one failed defense roll. Models of the size 3 ignore
two failed defense rolls.
The remaining fails are turned into damage tokens.
This resembles, that larger
models may take more damage.

Cover
When the sight is limited, the target makes a cover save for each
success of an attack roll. At a result of 4+, the target does not receive an impact token.
A cover save of 4+ is the standard. This value is also applied, when
other models are the obstacle. For terrain, you may also define
other values, like 5+ for a hedge or 3+ for a concrete wall. Special
rules may modify the cover save as well. A cover save cannot be
better than 2+.

Damage Tokens and their Effect
Damage token represent the condition of a model. Damage tokens
make it more difficult to activate models. You either skip the activation or the condition of your model is further weakened. How exactly the activation of models with damage tokens works is described in the section Activation of Units on page 5.

Split the Attack Dice
It is not allowed to split the attack dice between different target
models, unless specials rules allow it. When a group or a part of a
group shoots, the target models have to be in the same unit.
Targets in Contact with Friendly Models
A model in base contact with a friendly model may not be shot at
as you do not want to put your comrades into danger.

Damage Tokens

Models in Melee
Models in base contact with enemy models are not allowed to
shoot.

Melee
Melee attacks may only be directed against models in base contact.
Attack Roll
The attack rolls in melee are similar to the attack rolls for shooting.
Each attack die that equals or betters the attack value is a success. The number of attack dice and the impact tokens that each
success inflict is part of the profile of the melee weapon.
Split the Attack Dice in Melee
In melee, the attack dice may be split in any way between possible
targets. First allocate the attack dice, then make the attack roll.
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Condition

1

Slightly injured, damaged or discouraged

2

Heavily injured, damaged or discouraged

3

Loss, removed from the play area

Activation of Units
The player whos turn it is, may activate one unit with one action
point, this means one model or every model of a group, one after
the other. Every model is allowed to be activated once a turn. Tell
your opponent, which unit you want to activate. Perform the activation and then choose the next unit.

Rounds, Phases, Actions
Overview of the Game Round
A game is made up of several rounds. Each round begins with the
command phase, followed by the players’ turns.
Command phase

Acitvation of Models with One or Two Damage
Tokens
Roll a D6, then choose an action. For a simple action, the result
must be equal or higher than the number of damage tokens. For a
complex action, the result must be higher than the number of damage tokens. This means, that models with one damage token
may always perform a simple action.

Both players
Action phase (player 1)

Turn player 1
Round

Melee phase (both players)
Impact phase (both players)
Action phase (player 2)

Turn player 2

Melee phase (both players)

When the activation fails, the model may pass (the action point still
has to be spent) or the model performs the action nevertheless but
receives a further damage token.

Impact phase (both players)

The Command Phase

Activation of Groups
You only have to spend one action point to activate a group. When
at least one model of the group has a damage token, roll one die
for the activation. This result is applied for the activation of every
model if the group, if relevant (e.g. models without damage tokens
are not affected). Activate one model and complete the action,
then continue with the next model of the group. Models may
perform any action as long as all activated models still form a
group after having been activated.

In the command phase you determine the number of each player’s
action points and which player has the first turn. Furthermore you
determine, if your models may make a manoeuvre this turn.
The Command Die
First, choose your command die to determine, who has the first
turn and how many action points you have available. Follow these
steps:
1. Each player rolls 2D6 (repeat, if the players rolled the same

sum).

If one or more models of the group are not able to stay in base
contact with their group, they either have to pass or you spend another action point to activate them. This may happen for example if
models have different move values.

2. The player with the lower result chooses his command die.
3. The player with the higher result chooses his command die.
4. The command die shows the number of action points for a

Example: A group of 4 models splits into two groups. One part
moves, the other part shoots. This costs two action point. If the
part of the group does not shoot but skips, the group will be
split but you only have to spend one action point.

player for this round. The player who chose less action points
is player 1. On a draw, the player with the lower sum is
player 1
5. A player may use the second die as manoeuvre die.

Martyr
Models with two damage tokens,
which are activated and fail the
activation roll, may still perform an
action. After the action is completed, such a model receives anothter
damage token and then is removed
as a loss, rather heroic! Take into
account, that these models do not
score for the missions secure and
breakthrough.

The Manoeuvre Die
The second die may be used to perform one of the manoeuvres listed in the attachment. A higher value of the manoeuvre die allows
you to make more powerful manoeuvres.
For a manoeuvre, no action points are required. Each manoeuvre
determins, if a single model or a group may use it and when it may
be used. When you interrupt the enemy with your manoeuvre after
he announced an activation, he may change his plans and even
activate another unit.

The Action Phase
In the action phase you move your models and shoot. To do this,
you have to spend action points. Actions are differentiated between simple and complex action. Generally you would make
complex actions. Simple actions are helpful to activate models
with damage tokens or they are needed for manoeuvres or for special rules.
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Fight
As soon as the pile in moves
are done, the models of both
players fight simultaneously.
Every model in base contact to
enemy models fight. This
means that models of both
players may receive impact tokens. The active player attacks
first, then the other player.

Actions
Simple Actions
Move

The model moves up to 10 cm

Charge

The model charges up to 10 cm

Quick Shot

The model performs a quick shot*

Complex Actions
Move

The model moves up to its move value

Charge

The model charges up to its move value

Assault

The model charges up to 10 cm and directly
performs a melee attack with one melee
weapon***

Move and Shoot

The model can move up to 10 cm and then
perform a quick shot action or vice versa

Focused Shot

The model may perform a focused shot*

Impact Phase

Retreat

A melee can be left with a movement of up
to 10 cm**

Make all the defense rolls for your models, which received impact
tokens. Assign damage tokens or remove models.

Groups in Melee
The melee attacks of a group are completed, before the next unit
fights. Other than shooting attacks, melee attacks may be directed
against multiple enemy units.

*The difference between a quick shot and a focused shot is explained at the weapon rules.
**A retreat move requires a free path as any normal movement. So
you can surround enemy model and hinder the retreat move.
***Models with a move value of 10 cm are not able to assault. The
melee phase is not affected by an assault move.

Melee Phase
Pile In
The melee phase begins with the pile in move of units of the active
player that are already in melee and have not been activated this
turn.
Pile In of Single Models
Single models pile in, following the rules for movement, furthermore consider the following rules:
Only models may pile in, that have base contact to only one
enemy model.
The base contact to this model must be kept up.
After the pile in move the model must have base contact to
another enemy model.
Note: Geometry will generally not lead to a situation that you
will have base contact to more than two enemy models when
you pile in.
Pile In of Groups
The pile in of members of a group which are in base contact to
enemy models is performed in the same as single models pile in.
The other models of the group may perform moves and charges as
simple action (models with damage tokens have to make an activation roll, but it does not require an action point). The base contact
to other models of the group have to be kept up after the activation. If this is not possible, these models have to pass. A such it is
possible, that a group splits with the pile in move.
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Groups

Terrain

The rules for groups allow for an intuitive gameplay. This section is
a summary of the most important rules to handle groups.

The battle fields of Farside Encounter are covered with model terrain. The way it influences the gameplay is defined. On the other
hand it offers many possibilities, to make your own rules. If you
deviate from the given rules, do this in agreement with your gaming
partner, before you begin to play.

What is a Group?
All friendly models, that are in base contact to each other automatically form a group. Models which are standing close to each other
but do not have base contact do not form a group. If you explicitly
do not want models to form a group, ensure to keep a small space
betweeen them or visualize the space with a stripe of paper.

Keep in mind, that the rules do not allow models to leave the height
level 0. In other words, models are not allowed to climb. If you
want to play with ladders, platforms and such, you will find situations that are clear, whereas others will require more complex rules
or an individual agreement.

Activation
The activation of a group or a part of the group requires one action
point. If at least one model of the group has a damage token, you
have to roll for an activation, even if the roll is not relevant for every
model.

Features of Terrain Zones
Farside Encounter is played with terrain zones. These are defined
areas of a size of a few centimetres for scatter terrain and up to
20 × 20 cm for buildings or forests. Fences or walls will have an
elongated shape.

Activated models will have to form a group after they have been
activated. Models, which would lose contact to the group will have
to pass or be activated with another action point. This way, groups
can be split.

Terrain should be clearly separated from the open terrain. The features of the terrain zone applies to the entire area.
Height of Terrain
Terrain zones, which are higher than the base level, has to be assigned a height level. Terrain zones like forests may be assigned an
infinite height, even if high miniatures would physically be higher.

Example: A part of a group stays back to give supportive fire
whereas the other part moves as fast as possible towards the
mission objective. This requires two action points.

Actions
The following rules apply, when the models of a group are activated.

Light and Dense Terrain
The rules differentiate between light, dense and light/dense terrain.
It is not possible to draw a line of sight through dense terrain but
through light terrain, which grants the target a cover save. The value for the cover save is defined through the type of terrain and
may range from 2+ to 6+.

Models of the own group are not considered to be obstacle,
but for the enemy. This way, models may screen other members of the group.
In melee, models of a group may attack any enemy models
they are in base contact with.

Light/Dense Terrain
A light/dense terrain zone may be both light or dense, depending
on the position of the models. When a part of this terrain is inside
the area of sight, whithout the attacker or the target being on that
area (base contact does not count), it is considered dense terrain.

When shooting, a group is only allowed to target one enemy
unit. To target two units, it would need two action point and
so forth. This means, that you may activate every single model of a group individually, when you spend the required action points.

If at least one models
stands on the part of the
terrain zone that is inside
the area of sight, it is considered light terrain.

Form and Disband Groups
Groups may be formed and disband as often as you like. To form a
group, simply move the models into base contact. Move them
apart to disband the group.

The figure explains this
rule: Models A and X may
not see each other, whereas B and Y as well as C and
Z have a limited sight.

Groups may disband involuntarily, when models of the group have
to be removed and the models lose base contact. To regroup, you
have the perform the necessary actions.

Passable Terrain
Terrain zones, that can be entered by models, are passable terrain.
It is helpful to place terrain models moveable on a terrain zone, so
you can move or even remove them to place your models instead.
The properties of the terrain zone do not changed, when you remove terrain pieces to place models instead.
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Impassable Terrain
Models cannot be placed on impassable terrain. Models cannot
even cross impassable terrain zones. You only may get into base
contact with impassable terrain. Being impassable may be a physical propertie of terrain simply because you cannot place a model
on it. You may as well define, that it is impassable.

Weapons
The melee and shooting weapons are listed as an attachment.
Keep it at hand, while reading the weapon rules.

Melee Weapons

These rules may lead to unintuitive situations. Just imagine a
low stone wall, which cannot be crossed by a huge robot or
dense vegetation, that cannot be crossed by jungle fighters. It
is up to you, if you want to differentiate. Example: A tank barrier
or barbed wire may be passable or not, depending on the
models.

You can imagine any melee weapon in farside encounter, but their
actual rules can be summarized to the following types:
No additional melee weapons
Improvised (sticks, clubs and large cooking knives)

Types of Terrain

Bulky (steel beams or trunks)

The following types of terrain are defined in farside encounter. The
size and height depend on your models and your imagination.

Combat (swords, sabres, maces)

Passable

Light/
Dense

Cover

Light
Vegetation

yes

light

4+

bush

Dense
Vegetation

yes

light/
dense

4+

forrest

Ruin

yes

light/
dense

3+

rubble, destroyed
building, craters

Fog

yes

dense

4+

fog, smoke

Fence

no

light

5+

hedge

Wall

no

dense

3+

stonewall, pipeline

Object

no

dense

3+

building, container,
crashed ship, silo

Type

Heavy (giant hammers or two-handed weapons)

Examples

Melee weapons are characterized by an attack dice value and an
impact value. The attack dice value determines the number of D6
that are rolled when performing attacks in melee. The impact value
determines the impact tokens that are inflicted for each success of
the attack roll.

Shooting Weapons
The Profile
A shooting weapon is characterized by its name, the number of attack dice depending on the range, the inflicted impact tokens for
one hit, the effect of performing a focused shot and the special rules. The ranges are categorized into 10, 20, 30 and infinite (∞).
Focused Shot
A model performing a focused shot instead of a quick shot has a
better chance to hit and damage a target. There are also weapons
that may only be fired when performing a focused shot.The following table lists the possible effects:

Special Rules for Terrain
Special terrain charactristics may influence movement or endanger
your models. This happens, when your models are inside the terrain with a least a part of the base. Base contact to the terrain is
not enough.

Effect

Symbol

Danger Zone
Danger Zones may harm your models through e.g. toxic gases, feisty flora, traps or radiation. Every terrain may be declared as a danger zone. When a model comes to stay on or crosses the terrain it
will receive 1D6 impact tokes in every turn.

The weapon may only be used with a focused shoot action

F

Reroll all the attack dice

rA

Reroll results of 1

r1

Reroll failed attack dice

rF

Dead Zone
When a model comes to stay on or crosses the dead zone it will
immediately be removed on a 1 or 2. This is rolled out once every
turn. Lava, drift sand or brittle bridges are examples for dead zones.

The weapon may be fired twice

2x

Quick Shot
With a quick shot, there are no additional effects, if the weapon
may be fired at all.

Rough
A move action, which ends on rough terrain, has a range of 10 cm
and is a complex action. This way it may happen, that a move action will have to end in base contact with that terrain.

Impact
Many weapons inflict more than one impact token for a successfull
attack roll. Example: 3 or D6 impact tokens for one hit.
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Special Rules for Shooting Weapons

Gather Your Army

Simple Shooting Weapons
These weapons are supposed to fire single shots, without having a
high shooting frequency or an area of impact. Weapons without
special rules are considered to be simple shooting weapons.

The models you bring to play are your army. Every model of the
army gets a profile including its special abilities and weapons.
Then you calculate the point costs of this model. You may include
as many models into your army as fit into the point level you and
your opponent agreed on. While doing so, you will probably change
profiles or the number of models to use up the available points.

Pistols
A quick shot action with a pistol is considered to be a focused
shot. A quick shot can be fired everytime a model normally cannot
shoot (even when retreating or charging, in which case of course
only the charged unit can be targeted). Pistols may as well be used
as a melee weapon, with the profile of the 10 cm range.

The Size of an Army
The standard games are played with armies of 500, 1000 oder
1500 points.

Assault
With an assault action, the model may use this weapon instead of
its melee weapon. It is fired with a quick shot action and the range
of 10 cm.
Rapid Fire
This rule allows you to split fire between models in base contact.
Each model you shoot at beyond the first will add +1 to the attack
value (it is getting worse). Example: A model with an attack value
of 3+ wants to target 3 enemy models. The attack value changes to
5+. Roll the attack dice according to the weapons profile. The result is applied to each targeted model.

Point per Army

Play Time

500

Short games of one hour

1000

Play time from 1.5 to 2 hours

1500

Play time over 2 hours

Calculation of the Point Costs of a Model
Base Costs
To calculate the point costs of a model, first determine its base
costs, depending on its profile values. Refer to the attached table
of the base costs.

It may happpen, that models with a low skill may not have a
chance to hit, when they split fire among too many targets and
should probably avoid it.

Equipment and Special Rules
There are two types of point costs. Either the point costs are a fixed value (example: 20 points) or the point costs depend on the
base costs of a model. For the latter, take the number of the base
costs and remove the last digit. Multiply the remaining value with
the given factor. Add the result to the base costs. Base costs of a
single digit are counted as 1.

Kone
Models with this weapon may target a single model or a group. All
models of a group in range an line of sight may be hit. In this case,
models of the targeted group do not count as obstacles to other
models of that group.

Example: The base costs of a model is 235. The value of a
special rule is „×2“. The result is 235 × 2 = 23 × 2 = 46. The
model with this special rule costs 281 points.

Choose a range before you roll the attack dice. Then determine the
number of the attack dice and the models you may target. Make
one attack roll, apply this result to every target model. The target
models get cover saves (remember that models of the targeted
group do not count).

Example: The base costs of a model are 35. The value of a
special rule is „×3“. The result is 35 × 3 = 3 × 3 = 9. The model
with this special rule costs 44 points.
Upgrades
Upgrades are improvements for weapons. Their point costs are
calculated in the same way as special rules for models. Simply use
the point costs of a weapon instead of the base costs of a model.
The point costs of a single digit are counted as 1.

Blast
Blast weapons fire projectiles, which explode when they hit a target. More futuristic weapons may have a similar effect.
Choose a model in range and in sight. This model is the target model. When a target model is part of a group, every model of that
group in base contact with the target model is affected.

Categories of Upgrades and Special Rules
Upgrades which are assigned to a category cannot be combined
with upgrades of other categories. Upgrades of the category A are
assault, upgrades of the category S are support. This limitation
avoids too powerful combinations.

Determine the number of the attack dice. Make one attack roll, apply this result to every affected model. A cover save for the target
model counts for all the affected models.
Lance
Draw a straight line from the base in any direction and of the according length. The line has to target a model in sight of the attacker.
The lance affects every model that is touched by this line. Make
the attack roll and apply this result to every affected model. Ignore
cover saves that a model would gain through obstacles.

Example: You cannot combine a battle cannon (S) with a jump
pack (A). The battle cannon or the jump pack may be combined
with regeneration, as regeneration is not assigned to a category.
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Think of the primary objective as the reason for you to go to battle.
By fulfilling the mission objective, that your opponent defined as
stratagem, you cannot gain the full advantage. For example, units
that enter the enemy territory as scouts (mission objective
breakthrough) are ambushed because they were already expected.

Play the Game
Overview
In a game of farside encounter your forces try to accomplish as
many mission objectives as possible. Some objectives can be
accomplished more than once. Count one point for each accomplished mission objective. The game ends, when a total of 10
points is reached.

The Team Size
It is up to you to determine how effective the warriors in your army
are and how many are needed to accomplish mission objectives.
This number is called team size. The team size defines how many
models have to break through and how many models you need to
secure a terrain zone to get the respective mission objectives
accomplished. The team size of the enemy also determines how
many models you have to eliminate to get the mission “destruction”
accomplished.

Example: Player 1 accomplishes 4 objectives, Player 2
accomplishes 6 objectives. A total of 10 points is
accomplished, the game will end after the current round.
After the game, you reveal your primary mission objective and your
stratagem, which you secretly chose before the game. These are
used to calculate the victory points. As such it is possible, that the
winner will only be know at the end of the game.

Example: A player sets his team size to 4 models. For a
“Breakthrough”, the player must send 4 models behind the
enemy lines to get this mission objective accomplished, the
opponent has to eliminate 4 models get the mission objective
“Destruction” accomplished.

Play Area, Terrain and Deployment Zones
The size of the play area is 80 × 100 cm. The following rules apply
to place terrain:

Rules for Mission Objectives

The terrain covers an area of 40 × 40 cm, when pushed together

Loot
Equipment, weapons, or food needs to be salvaged. For the loot
mission, 2D3 loot tokens are placed. They have to be placed outside of the deployment zones and 10 cm apart from each other.

At least 8 pieces of terrain are fielded
At least 4 out of 8 pieces of terrain block the line of sight of
and have a height of 3+.

A model in base contact to a loot token may decide to pick it up.
The movement then ends in base contact with the token. The token
is kept in base contact with the model carrying it.

Impassable terrain zones have a distance from at least 10 cm
to each other.

Receive one point if the model carrying the loot leaves the play
area over its table edge.

You are opposing each other on the long edges of the play area.
The terrain is deployed following the rules in the terrain section.

Loot tokens do not affect movement and do not give cover. You are
not allowed to place models on top of loot tokens. Find a new position for your loot token, if an enemy models wants to end its movement in the same space.

You deploy your models inside of a 20 cm wide stripe at the long
edge of your play area.
For variation and depending on the story you want to tell, the width
of the deployment zone can be changed to 10 or 30 cm. Use a D6
to determine a deployment zone for each player individually or one
width for both players.
D6

Width

1, 2

10 cm

3, 4

20 cm

5, 6

30 cm

The model may drop the token any time and it may be picked up by
a friendly model. When a model is removed from play, the token
stays in place. One model may only carry one token.
Loot tokens do not have a physical presence and may be repositioned by their player at any time. The only important thing is, that
you make clear, which model carries the loot token. The position
may be of interest, when other models want to take the token.
A model that carries a loot token is not restricted in any way regarding activation.

Primary Objective and Stratagem

Breakthrough
All models that have moved completely behind the enemy edge of
the play area have broken through into enemy territory. For every
team you receive one point.

Before the game begins, you determine one mission as your primary objective and one mission as a stratagem. You reveal your
choice after the game.
You get two victory point for each accomplished mission that
is your primary objective.

Secure
For the mission secure, you will have to define 2D3 terrain zones,
that can be secured. They have to be deployed 10 cm apart from
each other. You can secure every terrain zone that is entirely outside of your deployment zone.

For each mission accomplished by your enemy, which you
chose as stratagem, you receive half of the points as victory
points.
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If you gathered a team in a terrain zone or at least in base contact
with it, you can secure it. Securing costs one action point and you
receive one point.

Should you continue to play with or without intending to do so, the
game is continued until one player announces the end. The current
round is completed. A game also ends immediately, when one
player does not have any units left on the table.

No enemy models may touch the terrain or at be in base contact to
a securing model. Successfully secured terrain should be marked
with a token. The enemy could take over (following the same process and instead placing his token) to receive a point instead.

A Small Campaign
By dividing your army into three forces, you get interesting options
for a small campaign. This example is based on a 1500 points
army. The cheapest and the most expensive force may not differ
more than 100 points. Example: 450, 510 and 540 points.

Destruction
You receive one point for every enemy team that is removed as a
loss.

Play three games. The player who wins most games, wins the campaign:

Heavy Loss
The player who kills the model with the highest point value in the
game receives one point, in addition to any effects for the mission
Destruction. If more than one enemy model has the highest point
value, you still can only get one point. Both players may receive one
point if their most expensive models cost the same.
Grand Slam
Your flawless strategy let you accomplish a multi parameter mission. The first player who first accomplishes four mission objectives
of different types receives one additional point.

Game 1

Both player randomly determine one force.

Game 2

The victorious force plays against one of the remaining forces of the defeated player.

Game 3

Both players either choose a victorious force or one
that did not yet fight.

Victory Points Table
A table like this helps to sum up the victory points after a game.
You may use D6 to record the points.
Player 1

Martyr
The first player who loses a model through a failed activation receives one point.

Team size

Obliteration
If one player who is the only one with units left on the field receives
one additional point.

#1 Loot
#2 Breakthrough

The Game Step by Step
Agree on a point level and gather your forces. Follow these steps to
prepare and finish a game:

#3 Secure

Prepare a Game
1. Both player roll a die. The player with the higher result places
2D3 terrain pieces for the mission „secure“ and 2D3 loot token
for mission „loot“. He also places the remaining terrain.

#4 Destruction
#5 Heavy Loss

2. The player with the lower result chooses a deployment zone

#6 Grand Slam

and deploys his force.
3. The player with the higher result deploys his force in the other

#7 Martyr

deployment zone.
4. Each player notes, without telling the opponent, and in this or-

#8 Obliteration

der, to avoid misunderstandings: Primary objective – stratagem – team size

Primary

5. The players announce their team size and the game begins

with the first command phase.
Stratagem

End of the Game
1. When a total of 10 mission objectives is accomplished
complete the current round and the game ends.

Sum

2. Reveal your primary objectives and stratagems, determine the

victory points and select the winner.
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Player 2

Farside Encounter

Grundkosten/Base Costs
Verteidigung/
Defense

6+

5+

4+

3+

2+

Verteidigung/
Defense

Bewegung/
Move

Angriff/Attack
6+

5+

4+

3+

2+

Größe/
Size

10 cm

11
17
23

13
19
25

15
23
31

20
29
39

25
38
50

1
2
3

20 cm

12
18
24

14
21
28

18
27
36

24
36
49

33
49
65

1
2
3

30 cm

13
19
25

15
23
31

21
31
42

29
44
58

40
60
80

1
2
3

10 cm

12
18
24

14
20
27

17
26
35

23
34
45

30
45
60

1
2
3

20 cm

13
19
25

15
23
31

21
31
42

29
44
58

40
60
80

1
2
3

30 cm

14
20
27

17
26
35

25
37
49

35
53
71

50
75
100

1
2
3

10 cm

13
19
25

15
23
31

21
31
42

29
44
58

40
60
80

1
2
3

20 cm

14
21
28

18
27
36

26
40
53

39
58
77

55
83
110

1
2
3

30 cm

15
23
31

21
31
42

32
48
64

48
72
96

70
105
140

1
2
3

10 cm

15
22
29

19
29
38

28
42
56

42
63
84

60
90
120

1
2
3

20 cm

17
25
34

24
35
47

37
56
75

58
87
115

85
128
170

1
2
3

30 cm

19
29
38

28
42
56

46
70
93

74
110
147

110
165
220

1
2
3

10 cm

19
29
38

28
42
56

46
70
93

74
110
147

110
165
220

1
2
3

20 cm

24
35
47

37
56
75

65
97
129

105
158
211

160
240
320

1
2
3

30 cm

28
42
56

46
70
93

83
124
165

137
206
275

210
315
420

1
2
3

6+

5+

4+

3+

2+

Größe/
Size

Bewegung/
Move

Angriff/Attack

Farside Encounter

Weapons
Melee Weapons
Models Size 1

Models Size 2

Models Size 3

Type

Attack

Impact

Points

Attack

Impact

Points

Attack

Impact

Points

None

1

1

-

2

1

-

3

1

-

Improvised

3

1

5

4

1

10

5

1

15

Bulky

2

2

10

3

2

15

4

2

20

Combat

4

2

15

5

2

20

6

2

25

Heavy

3

3

20

4

3

25

5

3

30

Shooting Weapons
Size 1+

10

20

30

∞

Imp

Focused Shot

Special Rules

Points

Bow

3

2

1

--

1

2×

--

2

Pistol

4

3

--

--

1

2×

--

3

Gun

5

5

4

3

1

2×

--

10

Grenade

3

2

--

--

1

2×

Blast

5

Sub Machine Gun

7

6

5

--

1

r1

Rapid Fire

10

Assault Rifle

4

4

4

3

1

rF

Rapid Fire

10

Flamer

4

--

--

--

1

rA

Kone

10

Light Machine Gun

7

7

7

6

1

F

Rapid Fire

20

Light Rocket Launcher

5

5

5

4

1

F

Blast

20

Light Ray Gun

3

3

3

2

3

F

--

20

10

20

30

∞

Imp

Focused Shot

Special Rules

Points

Grenade Launcher

2

2

2

1

W6

r1

Blast

30

Heavy Flamer

5

5

--

--

1

rA

Kone

30

Machine Gun

7

7

7

6

2

rF

Rapid Fire

40

10

20

30

∞

Imp

Focused Shot

Special Rules

Points

Heavy Machnie Gun

7

7

7

6

3

rF

Rapid Fire

60

Heavy Ray Gun

3

3

3

2

5

rF

--

60

Battle Cannon

--

--

9

9

1

F

Blast

60

Size 2+

Size 3+

Ideas for exotic weapons: Blaster, Megablaster, Rail Gun, Pulse Rifle, Plasma Gun

Farside Encounter

Special Rules
Movement
Fly (×3) (S)
The model may move over terrain that is
impassable. It may not stop on impassable terrain.
Hit and Run (×4) (S)
Units with a move value of 30 cm may
perform an additional movement of 10 cm
after a move and quick shot action.
Scout (×1) (S)
After deployment, models with this rule
may perform an additional move action. If
both players have scouts, roll out who moves the first unit, then alternate moving
your scouts.

Charges and Melee
Bloodthirsty (×1)
a simple charge action is performed with
the move value.
Tentacles (×1)
Tentacles or grappling arms are designed
in such a way that opponents cannot easily break free in close combat. Equal-sized
or smaller models in base contact with a
model with this special rule cannot
perform a retreat action.
Hunting Instinct (×1)
If the model is in a charge distance of
10 cm, it will have to make an attack
move. Choose freely if you have more than
one prey in range. This compulsory charge
does not cost action points.
Ram (×2)
Charges on a short distance and assaults
may end in a clash. When the required distance to charge ist at least 10 cm less
than the maximum distance, you may cause additional damage. Perform an attack
with the profile of a bulky melee weapon
according to the model’s size.
Peevish (×2)
The model get a bonus in melee, when it is
wounded. 1 Damage token: Make an additional attack with the profile of an improvised weapon. 2 Damage tokens: Make an
additional attack with the profile of a bulky
weapon
Jump Attack (×1)
Models may perform a move action and
get into base contact with enemy models.
This move action counts as a charge.
Defensive Mechanism (×1)
In the melee phase, an enemy model in
base contact receives an impact token at
4+.

Shooting
Stabilizers (30 points)
A focused shot may be performed instead
of a quick shot with the move and quick
shot action.
Targeting Device (30 points)
Models with at least two shooting weapons and this special rule may shoot at
two units, each with one weapon.

Defense
Regeneration (×2)
Simpe action: Remove one damage token
on a roll of 3+. On a roll of one, add one
damage token instead.
Camouflage: Simple (×2)
Add 1 to the cover save. Without cover, the
cover save is 6+.
Camouflage: Advanced (×4)
Add 2 to the cover save. Without cover, the
cover save is 5+

Upgrades
Upgrades Shooting Weapons
Exploding Ammo (×3)
Roll a further attack die for each 6. Do not
proceed with further sixes.
Devastating (×5)
Failed attack dice may be combined to generate successes. Example: The fails of
the attack roll were 1-2-3. You may sum up
the 2-3 to a 5 or the all the dice to a 6.

Upgrades Melee Weapons
Masterly Crafted (×4)
Such weapons have been made of the
best materials available or use advanced
technology. For every to attack roll of 6
you inflict the double amount of Impact
Tokens.
Personal Weapon (×3)
The weapon is in use by its wielder since a
long time or is part of its body. In every
melee phase you may once reroll attack
dice results of 1.

Manoeuvres
Manoeuvre Die 3+
Sniper (3+)
A model may perform a focused shot in a
distance of over 30 cm, before the opponent executes an action. Resolve completely (attack roll, cover saves and save roll).
Only weapons with an infinite range and
that may only ever hit one model may be
used.
Suppressive Fire (3+)
A unit performs a quick shot action prior
to the action phase of the enemy. Resolve
completely (attack roll, cover saves and
defense roll). All damage token are instead
turned into impact tokens instead. All models that received impact tokens cannot
be activated this turn.
Defensive Fire (3+)
A model or a group may shoot at a charging enemy. This is a quick shot action at
a distance of 10 cm. Execute after the
charge distance was checked and resolve
completely (attack roll, cover saves and
defense roll). When the charge would fail
through casualties, the attacker may instead perform a simple move action or do
nothing instead of a charge action. The action point is lost in any case.
Redeploy (3+)
A unit may move 10 cm before the enemy
activates a unit.

Seek Cover (3+)
Choose a unit before the enemy activation
phase. Add 2 to the cover save. Without
cover save, the cover is 5+.

Manoeuvre Die 4+
Inspired (4+)
One failed activation roll may be rerolled.

Manoeuvre Die 5+
Disappear (5+)
A model may immediately leave the play
area over any table edge. It does not count
as a loss but counts for the missions
breakthrough and loot.
Evade (5+)
A model may reroll all the defense dice in
the impact phase. The new result has to
be accepted.
Heroic Reaction (5+)
A model may perform a simple action.
This action is completely resolved.
Cure (5+)
A model may remove one damage token at
the end of the player’s turn.

Manoeuvre Die 6+
The Chosen (6+)
Determine a model at the beginning of the
game round. Each die result of 1 of this
model counts as being a six, not including
the group it is in. Example: If a 1 is rolled
for the activation, this one model in the
group will be considered to have rolled a 6,
while other models in the group will still
beconsidered to have rolled a 1.

Farside Encounter Force Roster
#

Name

Shooting Weapons

⭕

𝍤

⏩

⚒

10

20

30

∞

Size 1
Melee Weapons

A

Imp

🛡

Imp

Size 2
A

Special Rules/Weapons

Imp

FS

Special Rules

Size 3
A

Imp

Special Rules

Points

